The Professional Collection

We are Aquavision®, the Pioneers of discrete televisions
Aquavision's origin is unique, just like our products. Over the past two decades as our product
range has grown, our global footprint and client
base has grown with it. During this time Aquavision
has continuously succeeded in the innovation and
manufacturing of exquisitely designed televisions.
A subtle balance of elegance and substance is the key
element of our recipe for producing world class, hand
built, high performing televisions. We never compromise
on quality and this is why we remain the number one
choice for our discerning customers.

Model: 27" Polar White Frameless
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We know luxury is timeless,
your television should be too
Our

televisions

ingenuity,

and

are

class

reliability.

leaders
You

can

in

quality,

count

on

Aquavision to last with our future-proof technology
and innovation. All of our televisions are designed
and manufactured in our UK based factory, by hand.
We are a team of dedicated professionals, passionate
about the products we create.

Model: 55" White Horizon
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Bathroom

Stay connected in the Bathroom
Aquavision televisions offer a stylish and safe escape in the haven of
your bathroom. These fully waterproof televisions have the best viewing
angles in the industry, ensuring the ultimate visibility from anywhere in
the room.
With Aquavision, bathrooms stop being simple spaces for bathing and
washing. Our waterproof televisions, remotes and speakers can turn any
bathroom space into a personal sanctuary. Relax, recharge and regenerate. You can enjoy some much needed "me-time" without having to miss
your favourite episodes or current world affairs.

Model: 27" Polar White Frameless

Model: 22" MirrorVision Classic
Model: 27” Black Classic
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Bathroom

Relax with Aquavision®
Our televisions are self-regulating, so you don't have to worry about misting up of the screen. With our future-proof upgradable technology, these
televisions are built to withstand the grind of everyday life.
Transform your once purely functional bathroom space into a heavenly
getaway. We know luxury and we know television, so you can trust us to
offer the best for whatever your viewing preferences.

Model: 22" Black Frameless

Model: 22" Black Frameless
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Kitchen

Stay connected in the Kitchen
As technology continues to evolve and advance, so do our televisions. It has
become clear that there is a preference amongst our customers for the integration of discrete audio-visual technologies in cooking and dining zones. We
understand and we hear you.
Aquavision televisions are wipe clean and safe to be installed almost anywhere,
even behind the hob. We offer televisions with either 2K FHD or 4K UHD viewing
capabilities, so however you like to watch television, we've got it covered.

Model: 43" MirrorVision+ Frameless
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Model: 22" Black Frameless

Kitchen

Optimised viewing angles
from anywhere
Viewing preferences have changed and continue to as technology improves. A unique range of 'built-in'
televisions designed to provide ultimate discretion. Our televisions are built for both the tech-savvy and
non-tech-savvy customers in mind.
Easy to install, easy to operate, easy to enjoy. Every element of today's modern kitchen is cleverly
designed to combine luxury and functionality. Aquavision understands the desire for the immediacy and
convenience of smart technology.

Model: 22" Polar White Frameless

Model: 16" MirrorVision Frameless
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Outdoor

Stay connected Outdoors
Aquavision's Horizon Outdoor television has been carefully
crafted and is guaranteed to enhance your swimming pool,
patio, garden or any other outdoor space. The Horizon range
of fully waterproof televisions allows you to extend your luxurious living space outdoors. With a variety of sizes between
43" and 100", all with 4K resolution, there is a Horizon for every
application.

Model: 65" Black Horizon
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Model: 55" White Horizon

Outdoor

Iconic designs with
advanced technology
Horizon televisions incorporate world-leading technology with our own Comprehensive Thermal Management (CTM) and Advanced Daylight Sensing
Technology (ADST). This technology allows the Horizon models to constantly monitor humidity & temperature; independently monitoring & adjusting
screen brightness to the optimum range for its current surrounding environment. This specific range of outdoor models provides complete protection
against the elements and can withstand temperatures from -40°C (-40°F) to 110°C (230°F). So whether you are watching in the sun, rain or snow, our Horizon
is fully equipped to take on the challenge.

Model: 86" White Horizon

Model: 100" White Horizon
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Residential

Unwind with Aquavision®

Your personal spaces should always feel like a private oasis, somewhere to take refuge from the grind of everyday life. Aquavision offers
a luxurious way to achieve that exact feeling.
All of our televisions are designed to the highest quality standards with
the most sophisticated customers in mind. With our extensive range of
sizes, styles and finishes, our televisions discretely blend in to any
location. Whatever room you're in, you never have to worry about being
without your favourite shows, music or entertainment. All Aquavision
televisions are compatible with all major home networking systems for
the ultimate convenience.

Model: 85" MirrorVision+ Frameless
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Residential

Exquisitely designed
to complement every
location
Aquavision televisions offer the latest 2K FHD or 4K UHD screens so
that you always get the best picture. Unwind and enjoy your chosen
entertainment. Aquavision's team understands the modern day consumer. We've designed our televisions to discretely enhance any personal
Model: 43" Black Frameless

space.
Never just a television, we continually push the boundaries of technology and luxury to be the best of the best. Your living spaces are carefully
crafted and arranged and we believe your television should be held to
the same standards. At Aquavision, we combine the latest technology
with the sleekest designs so that our televisions discretely blend with
your decor style.

Model: 65" Black Silhouette
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Bespoke

Bespoke Projects
Where discrete and luxury meet. Aquavision's MirrorVision+ technology allows the screen to be completely hidden within what appears to be a
perfect mirror with no visible signs of a screen when the television is switched off and a perfectly clear image when switched on. Where there is a
requirement for discrete, seamless television installation, Aquavision's MirrorVision+ is the solution.

Model: 22" Bespoke in MirrorVision+
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Model: 43" Bespoke in MirrorVision+

Bespoke
Model: 22" Bespoke in MirrorVision+

Specialists in the design of audio visual systems,
Aquavision offers a unique bespoke service,
incorporating any size and model of Aquavision screen
(from 12" to 100") concealed within glass sections of up
to 3.1m x 2.4m, providing endless design solutions.

Model: 16" Bespoke Custom Splashback
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Hospitality

Specified in Luxury Hotels
since 1997

For over two decades, we have been passionately committed to engineering eye-catchingly elegant, discrete televisions in the UK. We are
the originators who took a once regarded "inconceivable" idea and
were the first to turn it into a reality. We are extremely proud that our
televisions are currently being used to enhance guest experiences at
some of the biggest hotel names worldwide.

Model: 27" Polar White Classic
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Hospitality
We are the Originators and Innovators of waterproof bathroom televisions. Aquavision products can enhance guest
experiences and we are confident we add that unique
touch of luxury people enjoy.

Model: 27" Black Frameless

Model: 55" Bespoke MirrorVision+
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Business

Enhance your commercial
space with Aquavision®
From digital signage to conference rooms, Aquavision is fast becoming
one of the most popular choices for business settings, with a proud history of innovative, high performing televisions for all environments. Our
unique products can be found in sports stadiums, gymnasiums, conference rooms, salons, casinos, restaurants, banks, hospitals, operating
theatres and more.

Model: 55" MirrorVision+ Frameless
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Model: 55" MirrorVision+ Frameless

Business
Model: 32" Black Frameless

Model: 55" Black Frameless

Aquavision has been combining high-performance products
with timeless, discrete elegance for the past two decades.
We are experts at what we do and industry leaders. Our televisions offer an unrivalled level of professionalism.

Model: 65" Bespoke MirrorVision+
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Marine

Luxurious designs
for luxurious spaces
Our latest range of Horizon products can be built to standard Marine Specification, including the use of 316 grade Stainless Steel, 'Tefgel' in the threads, and
ruggedised to withstand the constant pounding of the sea. Our standard range of bathroom and residential products is also completely at home in the interior
spaces of your vessel and can also be specified to adhere to Marine Specifications if required.
Whichever range you choose from, rest assured our televisions will add a touch of luxury and timelessness to any location on your yacht or marine vessel.

Model: 32" Custom Print Classic
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Marine
Aquavision is passionate about producing high-quality,
durable televisions. Most importantly, our televisions offer customers high-quality, durable, luxury entertainment
second to none. They are designed to accommodate all
applications and discretely blend with all locations.

Model: 43" White Horizon
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Proudly designed and
manufactured in the UK
At the heart of every single Aquavision product is a team of
professionals, tech-engineers and passionate people who are
committed to making sure Aquavision is the best of the best. We
are committed to quality and the processes we use are continually improving, helping to make sure the products we create
meet the high standards of all our customers from the tech enthusiasts to the homeowner looking to add something extra.
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Our design team is second to none and we are always looking for
ways to improve our products and designs. We are the epitome of
homegrown, with humble beginnings to global success. Aquavision
is a proud member of the Made in Britain organisation who supports
and promotes British made products. Our manufacturing team assembles the televisions using supplies from many local suppliers.
At Aquavision, we guarantee nothing less than authenticity.
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Useful Information
Product Specifications
We understand that as technology continues to evolve, it can be increasingly difficult to keep track of the operational aspects. That's
why we have all product specifications available on our Aquavision website.

Quality Control
Quality is important to our business because we value our customers. We strive to provide our customers with products and
services which meet and even exceed their expectations. We are committed to continuous improvement and have established a
Quality Management System which provides a framework for continually measuring and improving our performance.

Safety

At Aquavision we are committed to ensure all our products comply with current safety standards. All of our manufacturing processes
comply with the latest Health and Safety Regulations.
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Notes
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Supplied By:

Aquavision reserves the right to change, modify, alter or discontinue any products at any time without notice. E & OE.
Unless
28 otherwise stated, copyright and all intellectual property rights on all products and marketing content are the property of Aquavision
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